M YSTER Y surrounds us. The attraction of the un~nown lures us on. The passion to comprehend is a constant spur. So articles and books on Anatole France have succeeded one another for half a century, in greater' profusion than fo·r almost any other contemporary writer, without, be it said, moving the attentive · observer as the succession of volumes from the pen of Anatole France himself moved Crolset, the historian of Greek literature, who likened them to doves that rise one after another upwards slowly to the light. But man is not made to understand; and the spiritual portrait of Anatole France which emerges from these treatises-usually self-styled psychological studies-is as incongruous and as unlike the sitter as Quasimodo, king of fools, is unlike a man or as the god that has been created by many dogmas is unlike Him Who moves inscrutable in the garments of life which He has assumed as His habiliments. Speaking not of those like Shakespeare whose fame is established beyond appeal, France said that literary reputations are assured by the most pitiful adventures in which the incoherencies of the pedant play their part as well as the naIve jests of the artist. He added: HHow dare anyone recount the life of a man or ,explain the act of a man? Just imagine such a piece of folly, such a spurious thing being undertaken without a tremor!" Such emphatic remarks by France are weighted with heavy significance and a kind of prophecy in regard to himself. The pitiful adventures began as soon as the first occasion arose for him to step out of the role of disinterested observer and critic, to mingle with the passiopate activities of his fellows. Little did he dream that in bestowing the prestige of his name on the impressionistic style of criticism he was fashioning a scourge for his own castigation. It is one thing, however, for Anatole France to create a style for a weekly column in a great daily newspaper by recounting the excitements he experiences as he reads the masterpieces of literature and quite another for one less sensitive and of lesser intellectual breadth to imitate the method of the master in what purports to be a carefully considered account of a great novelist and his work. The unrecognizable features of the composite portrait, above referred to, result in lar'ge measure from the tacit assumption in every considerable volume on Anatole France that a work of art is what the reader feels it to be and not what the author intended him to feel it to be. This is the heart o( impressionism and has been the vice of criticism for a generation. "One has the feeling," "I opine," "It seems to me/' "probably," are literally or figuratively the trade-marks of the impressionist. Each critic takes, then, out of the book he reads only what he puts into it and the author disappears in chaos and futility. Very few 'men combine the sensitiveness of the artist with immense knowledge and perspicacity as did France. In these circumstances the recourse to cumbrous "learned" apparatus which is intended to simplify by furnishing more complete material for criticism is mere dust in the eyes, .complicating the difficul~ies and emphasizing the distortion.
For the last forty years of his life Anatole France was easily the most notable figure in the world of letters. As a popular idol only Hugo and Voltaire have rivalled him, each in his day. Latterly there were belittling voices but these were scarcely heard in the general chorus of praise. Before his death he ,issued what he called his Complete Works. From this collection he omitted a great number of articles, contributed to various journals from 1867 to . 1893, which he had never pubEshed in book-form. For thirty years these non-essentials have naturally proved a fertile area for those who, justifiably or otherwise, have the itch for the inedit. But it is safe to say that France knew what he was doing, and it is also safe to say that, in this case, the inedit has added nothing substantive as matter or as manner to the (Euvres completes. There is nothing in the documents excluded by the author from his ~'definitive edition" that is not better presented in the latter, provided always that methods of interpretation are sound. As ye. t a complete literary treatment of France does n9t exist. Vast numbers of reviews on individual books, large numbers of pamphlets on his ideas and opinions, memoirs of personal relations, critical biographies like those of May and Shanks in English, Carias and Seilliere in French, psychological studies by Michaut, Giraud, Cerf, Stewart, Dargan, studies in special aspects such as his art (True), his opinions (Roujon), his literary criticism (Antoniu), his irony (Chevalier), his conception of woman (Lahy-Hollebecque)J his likeness to Racine (des Hons), constitute a formidable France library.l , The first three in this list are appreciations by men who have a profound admiration for their subject and write not as blind partisans, but as devoted friends who have not forfeited their right to, censure. Their artistic taste guides them to unusual penetration and understanding. Carias is the official historian of Anatole France and editor of the great annotat:ed and illustrated edition of his works. He has much more information at his hand than others and is, in consequence, more accurate in details. From time to time his work gleams with aper~us, but his brevity, if nothing else, leaves these undeveloped, so that the reader is inclined 'to discount their significance, the more so that they are sporadic and ill-defined. True's series of essays belongs essentially to the same order of studies, less factual, less analytical, more philosophical. To Giraud's intransigent conservatism-he takes pains to reveal his own political attachments, evidently fearing the contagion of France the anarchist or the communist or worsethe ideas of France are extremely antipathetic. After a seriously incompetent discussion of ' , France's novels Giraud is willing to accord 'him the highest rank in charm and style, which seems not only a non sequitur but a contradiction. In Stewart one finds excellent discussions of the Dreyfus Affair, of the Disestablishment, and of Socialism, which provide a most unsatisfactory background for the Parisian who lived largely in antiquity and in modern scenes other than those of the Third Republic. Cerf goes further than any of the others in denying to France all the virtues, literary, philosophical, or personal, and finally hurls him over the walls of Jerusalem into the Gehenna of degenerate artists and other rubbish. Mr CerE's detestation has the beauty of a natural phenomenon. Michaut's admirably sustained analysis is really worthy of a less vulnerable thesis. It destroys itself by its tendentious emphasis. Antoniu and Chevalier, the former in the confined area of France's literary criticism, the latter in that of irony, skirt the truth at moments so closely that one holds his breath expectantly, only to watch both miss their goal by a hair's breadth through faulty method. Subservience to the printed word, to what js often miscalled authority, but is in reality only the superstition of print, IFor the titles of these and other works see the Bibliographical Note at the end of the article. combined with a mistrust of their own observation and judgment -the latter actually recorded as if protestingly in foot-notes but not employed in the text-these together count for much in their failure. Thus dissertations, whose worth lies in their originality, lose the essence of their originality, not through the fault of the author but because of what might be called the typographical nominalism of the degraded "scholasticism" of our day which tries to insist upon the reign of universal suffrage in the intellectual world. Lahy-Hollebecque'.s volume on France's women is a purely descriptive discussion without any indication' of the significance of the role of woman in the rather static relations she occupies i~ the course of contes philosophiques. The two volumes by Seilliere form the ' most solid body of criticism on France's work, but this criticism is strangely uneven and thwarted through a kind of artistic incomprehension, as, seems always to be the case with this exceedingly industrious but unaesthetic Zoilu~ when he discusses a work of art. The peculiar merit of the encyclopaedic compilation by Dargan is to have summarized the actual state of Francian studies in three fields, namely, (I) the source-material for certain of the novels, (2) what has been' said by almost-everybody about France and his work, (3) the articles, prior to about 1890, which the author himself had excluded as superfluous from his (Euvres completes, much the larger part of which had 'been utilized already by Michaut and Antoniu. The desired literary treatment, then, does not yet exist. It is true that several of the aforementioned works treat of the question of style. But until a full literary study is before us, the validity of all other treatments, biographical as well as philosophical, must remain in question. Nor are the important problems, either, quite those suggested by Mr Dargan: "Who was Grand'maman Noziere?
When did A. F. set upa bachelor establishment? What were the circumstances surroun'ding the divorce?" However entrancing the more personal of these "cruces" may seem to a certain "erudition," they may hardly be called serious problems. As for Grand'maman Noziere it is tolerably evident that, like Rosette of Mademoiselle de Maupin and Quasimodo of Notre Dame de Paris, she has no physical counterpart but represents the spirit of an epoch. Again arises seriously the point of method as of prime importance. Let us, then, by following questions of method indicate some aspects of the fundamental failure of the bulk of this criticism.
There would appear to be a certain impertinence or, at least, naivete in the suggestion that, before conclusions are formed and judgment passed on the mind and heart of any author, the least we can ask of the critic, in a case like this, is that he should have read in their entirety what the author himself presents as his Complete Works. But the impertinence is only apparent. The rarest of philosophic minds may venture a guess from 'a partial examination but their conclusions will be at best hazardous deductions, and what critic is prepared to make good his claim to such a mind? The great scholar Lanson wrote an article on the "talent" of France in '1896. Thirty years later he had not modified the su bstance of his earlier conclusions. His association of greatness of art with nullity of thought seems, however, a heresy, and un tenable whether in Lanson or in Giraud. There was clear reason for correcting the conclusions in 1896, and much clearer reason in 1926 since the production of Anatole France had been so great between those dates. Lanson's idea' of the dilettantism of France was adopted and e1aborated by Michaut in 1913. At least two volumes had been added by France before the publication of the fifth edition of Michaut"s work in 1922, but these made no alteration in Michaut's preconceived opinion. Giraud's work of 1913 was republished twenty-two years later. M. Giraud did not forget altogether that between these two editions had appeared La Revolte des anges, Le petit Pierre, and La Pie en fleur. But he calls the first "unreadable" and lumps all three together as senilia, these two remarks, in as many lines, constituting his whole discussion of what Seilliere and others recognize as (la highly important, in.,. genious and skilful" performance and a striking development of some of France's ideas. It seems fair to say that if M. Giraud had really understood La Revolte des anges, one of the three volumes of senilia that appeared before France's death in 1924, the whole spirit of his attack on France would have lost its raison d'etre. Finally, Dargan closes his rambling volume of summaries, lifedetails and impressions at the Lanson year of 1896, because "by then the man and the mask he wore had been thoroughly fashioned,", and apparently in at least partial accord with the implied conclusions of Lanson. Now, between his fiftieth and eightieth years France wrote the great majority of his masterpieces, including the Vie de 1eanne d'Arc, the only one of them specially noticed by Lanson. Beyond a doubt the really critical examination of these works would, a~ong other things, have cancelled some of the five periods into which Dargan divides the harassed life of his subject~ revealed the fundamental unity in his thought, and unveiled a majestic arch spanning the years from 1866 to 1922. It happens also that unpublished material after 1896 is very rare except for letters and these are of difficult accessi bili ty.
Inexact reading presents even more crucial difficulties than partial reading. Charity suggests that, in compilations, errors are frequently due to the incompetence of assistants. On this subject it is impossible to enter into great detail. Take, however, the seemingly trifling case of the salamander and the sylph in the Rotisserie de la reine pedauque. D' Astarac's salamanders and sylphs cause Dargan almost as much trouble to interpret as they gave d'Astarac. Jahe1 was not a salamander but a sylph and such a confusion interferes with the interpretation of three of the four principal characters in the book, Jahel, d'Astarac, and Tournebroche. J ahel fulfilled her function and brought to Tournebroche through suffering exactly what the solitude and pain of the jail brought to Jean Servien, not "disaster" but salvation. For the same reasons we point out that the gnomes in Abeille are not supernatural but subhuman, in which fact is to be found the motif of this exquisite tale, which is not "light" but lo' ve, light being the radiancy of love. The importance of apparently insignificant details becomes even plainer apropos of Renan and his influence on Anatole Fra' nee. Dargan says that "the nickname of Mlle Renan applied to France was to some 'extent justified." But, reading accurately, we find it was not France who was so named. It was Maurice Barn~s, and it was France who bestowed the sobriquet on him. "He never demanded that man's thought should be lofty" is another statement by the same critic, in answer to which we might quote endlessly from the work of France or inquire concerning the significance of elegance in both his ethic and his aesthetic, and the nature of beauty as "the natural exercise of noble minds." Anatole France used to say we take out of a book what we put into it. That the mind of man is often the home of ignoble thoughts is abundantly apparent from the sly smiles, the innuendos, and the gratuitous slanders in some of these "scholarly" treatises, in reply to which France would remark that such incidents are at once an indication of our human condition and a sign pointing out the road as well as the means to its perfection.
Anatole France disclaimed all right to be called a philosopher but he was capable of exact thought as well as of exact image, and of exact thought even because of exact image. That as an artist he should have been tormented by the possibility of perfection in man-an idea that finds slight place in the elucubrations of any of our critics-and that, as well, he should have displayed a pessimism almost Christian concerning the nature of man, imposes upon him, in the first place, the obligation of exactness in the use of language and upon the reader, in the second place, a like obligation of an exact consciousness of the sense of individual words. Anatole France was keenly sensitive to the values of words and, always seeking simplicity in his style, rarely used them carelessly. Hence the appearance that his expression often wears of forcing the sense of language in both his writing and his· conversation. The power of the Logos was at least as sensible in the allegories of Anatole France as in Balzac. Indeed it might be argued that France's thought is built upon the nature of words, the French language by its very genius lending itself to such an intellectual play, the sense image and the abstract idea, nature and spirit, primary and secondary, cohabiting often in one and the same word as feeling and thought in one and the same flesh. In his work sensuel may mean sensual or sensuous, amour is passion and ideal love, raison is reason and reasonableness, rJolupte is voluptuousness and joy (delectation), science is science and knowledge, dhir is fleshly desire and spiritual longing, language being constantly philosophical in its bearing as is the mind of the veritable human being. (Anatole France was not a behavio~rist.) The much maligned idea of art inutile has the s~me duality and ambiguity.
"Love is to France merely a matter ot sensuality," declares Cerf, in spite of France's steady affirmation of "the vanity of every profane desire."
Michaut confuses illusion and imagination, Antoniu raison and intelligence, Dargan conscience as (lconsciousness" and "conscience." Inattention to this duality of language lurking in the words he uses, represented in his personages from Les Desirs de Jean Servien right through to La Pie en fleur, and expressed elsewhere with sombre magnificence, stigmatizes him as an Epicurean in the most · vulgar ·sense of the English word and takes no account of the spirituality common to Anatole France and Epicurus.
These matters of complete reading and of accurate reading are so primary that real boldness is required even to mention them, especially in such a connection as this. But it is just in this connection that the compulsion to mention them is most insistent. There is no man so misrepresented by criticism, no man in the contemporary world of letters who is so clearly a touchstone of criticism, no man in whose connection criticism has shown its we'akness more dearly than in his case. 
Now a novel is a microcosm. It is in itself a universe, and it
is not read until it becomes in every word and part coherent with itself or, on the other hand, is apprehended as incoherent. As a work of art it obeys its ' own laws and must be made plain in its own nature and by its own right. To the question how often it must be read that it be thus plain, the answer might be "just as often as you must look ·on the face of a frien9, before you clearly understand his nature." We must gaze upon it until it has betrayed itself. We always read with expectancy, an expectancy of excitement or an expectancy that we shall discover our own thought. But for understanding, we must read with attention. A sound critical method is no more and no less than serious attention. One might believe that critics, particularly "learned" critics, had entered into a wager that an artist's mind and manner could be revealed, not by attention to his creations but by spying upon his private life, by catching him in undress, by bursting in upon his private and confidential movemen ts, as if this were the guide to the labyrinth, the golden key, instead of being what it is, poor journalism and an assertion of the ' critic's indigence. The reduction of the artist to the measure of the cri tic is scarcely the business of sound criticism.
Take the case of Sylvestre Bonnard. What was his crime? Dargan romanticizes his reply:"the rescue of Jeanne from a hateful pension." What is really meant is that the crime is the clandestine removal of Jeanne from the private school and the control of her guardian. Dargan made the same repfy twenty years ago and all these critics, but one who is not sure, are of the same opinion. If we accept this account of the legal crime as being the real crime we make Bonnard a contemner of public morals and an anarchist. We make him, besides, a creation of Andre Gide and a follower of the cult of the acle gratuit. But the old paleographer declares that his "intentions were innocent" in this case and that the abduction was no crime. It is only by the serious remonstrances of M. de Gabry that he sees his action as punishable. In due time, however, he knows instinctively the meaning of crime and tells of it with all the effects of melodrama. Cataloguing his library, the sale of which was to provide a dowry for Jeanne, he could not bring himself to part with the most valuable of his books and manuscripts. He concealed them. "So I had made a reserve. It was then I knew the meaning of crime. The temptation came during the night. By dawn it was irresistible-I seized a volume -this jewel, this treasure I had dreamed of all night and I carried it off. It is a terrible thing to tell. I was robbing Jeanne of her dowry and when the crime was consummated I started cataloguing again until. ... " In this case he does not offend pub1ic morals but only the spirit of love. In the one case he acted sentimentally, ignorantly, and generously but in his own eyes not criminally, in the other he acted sentimentally and knowingly but selfishly and sinned against the law of love. This was his crime, the real crime. · If we know the real crime we have some knowledge of France's philosophy, of which we get no knowledge if we mistake the legal crime for the real crime. "To him that knoweth to do good and doeth it not, to him it is sin."
In pursuing the question of reading without serious attention and its consequences, we have our choice of books and of incomprehensions, as many of the latter, almost, as of the former. La Rotisserie de la rcine pedauquc.? La RbJ.olte des anges? To choose the latter, who will interpret the angels? No one, although angels are common symbols in France's work. Who has ever referred to the event in French history on which this tale is founded? No one. What is the actual point of the book? you ask. The encouragement of anarchy, an incitement to revolution, a diatribe against war, are the answers heard when answers are given. To think of Anatole France as a revolutionary is n' ever to have given serious attention to any of his tales, especially 'to those written after 1896. He was certainly a reformer, but not a revolutionary. The question whether he was for or against the great Revolution is as pointless as whether he was for or against love in the Lys rouge.
Our critics being sound sentimentalists demand love-stories from France, paying no attention to his declared indifference to that type of literature, and refusing to see the Pierre stories or Abeille or others. But, demanding a love-story, they point to the His/Dire comique or to the Lys rouge as the kind of repulsive lovestory France could write. The reply is that neither of these is a love-story, nor can they be possibly interpreted as-such. The Lys rouge is a love-story exactly in the same sense as the lIe des Pingouins is history. "Love embellishes," but passion disfigures. The His/Dire comique is as much of a love-story as the Odyssey or Don !i<.,uixote. It is a pendant to both 10caste and Thaii,s. For Felicie, the heroine of the Histoire comique, has the instinct (a rudimentary desire) for the beautiful but, unlike Thai's, no desire for knowledge, the co-creator of the beautiful, while Jocaste has no desire at all to guide her to the beautiful either in feeling or in thought. She is merely a suggestible thing. The reproach that stands against the critics of Anatole France from Lanson down, is that of uninstructed impressionism. They are either Evariste Gamelin of the Dieux ont soif or Jean Servien of the Desirs de 'Jean Seroien but do not go as far as either Gamelin or Servien to test the truth of their experiences.
These extraordinary results, more characteristic of the «scholar-ly" production than of other criticism, seem to be due to several causes, but principally to lack of sympathy with the author and an inability to transpose symbols. By sympathy is meant, not liking but simply a readiness to learn the author's mind and purpose, to put ones self at the author's point of view. "Is it not just and necessary," wrote Lemaitre, "to begin, as far .as possible without preconceived ideas, by a sympathetic reading of the works, in order to get at a defini tion , of what they contain that is original and peculiar to the author?" Exactly there lies the weakness. The critic comes to the author with a special purpose, not with detachment. He approaches his task not for the author's sake but for his own. He is convinced beforehand of what he must find. If he looked back after having finished his work, he would see himself and not his author. This is the w~akness of "Science" according to Sir Arthur Eddington, and of both science and sentimentality according to Anatole France. Seilliere desires to classify France as either a rational or irrational l'Imperialist." Michaut and Antoniu are determined to find a dilettante, Stewart a Parisian. Dargan desires to show that France's divorce from his wife embittered his future life, not at all an original idea but, it would seem, a thoroughly unsound one. Each of them can be caught twisting facts to suit his thesis, bearing heavily on his own rudder, like M. de Laveleye who, having falle~ into melancholy because of financial losses, wrote an article to show that Hamlet's sadness had a similar origin. As for the other point, inability to see the significance of the symbols used, Anatole France writes contes philosophiques, as he points out. This means that his art is· a highly conventionalized art. He must, then, have at least a certain thought-pattern, and to interpret his work we shall have to know this pattern. Then the symbols become alive with meaning. No longer will we interpret the Noah's Ark, the Nuremberg box, the angels, Satan, the gnomes, his irony as if he saw the world through out eyes. Indifference to ,the author is seen again in the constant tendency on the part of the critic to pass judgment as if the background of thought were identical in author and critic.
Not only is there little or no sympathy between author and critic, the latter seems rarely to see the original or the specially interesting in the former, except in style. France cannot depict character, his plots are poor, his structure non-existent. The critic seems always to be looking backward, the artist forward.
The critic hankers for the established, does not see it even' if it is there, and the strange is to be condemned, as, for example in La Reaolte des anges. Certain of France's novels are as skilfully constructed as the best of Balzac's, not perhaps as Bourgees. Departure from the Balzac model was deliberate with France, and he explains himself: "There is a unity that is even more solid than that of a cleverly connected plot. It is cohesion of spirit. Episodes are disconnected, but the thought that plays through them is strong and firm. There is an inward radiation which illumines, vitalizes an'd harmonizes the most various incidents." Moreover, this was already in the tradition of the novel and remains after France one of the characteristic features of the contemporary novel. France's outstanding characters are no other than himself, charge the critics. It may be. So, in a measure, are Shakespeare's. But Bannard, Bergeret, Coignard, Gamelin, and many others have their own several identification cards and there is no possibility of confusing their portraits. Not in any case is anyone of them actually Anatole France.
The critic, finding it difficult to decipher the symbols of beauty ' through which the artist expresses his significant ideas, has recourse to the side-paths, the blind trails, the resting-places, the odds and ends, the forgotten articles, the disjecta membra, the memory of which the artist had hoped might be buried with him, the things which confuse and do not illuminate. So the thought of Anatole France, it appears, is full of contradictions, of caprices, and of paradoxes. Or his was -a nature of an extraordinarily nervous sensibility, whose mind was a compact of mere images without significance because there was no unifying mind. Or again he was a man of ideas who looked on life from many angles and treated many subjects but, having no will to stabilize him, turned from this to that and left gleaming images of a structureless world. So for May and Carias and Shanks and Dargan, France is a disillusioned idealist. For Lanson and Michaut and Antoniu, he is a dilettante. For Stewart he ' is a citizen of Paris. For Chevalier an ironi5t. For True a phenomenalist. At times the double face of J anus wears a naIve air indeed in comparison with the complicated physiognomy drawn by the critic. One biographer, for examp]e, within fifteen consecutive pages, represents France as an "idealist," a "dilettante," a "sceptic," an Hin'tellectual Epicurean," a Hpure hedonist," a "disillusioned idealist," a "romantic Pyrrhonist," a "philosophic nihilist," a "pragmatist," and a "humanist."
It is hardly possible to admit that we possess here a satisfactory description of the thought of a man who was conceded to be not only the greatest writer of French in his day, and one of the very greatest in the whole history of French letters, but also an intellectual leader of his time. Doubt is also warranted on the surer grounds that no adequate arguments support the attribution of such resonant descriptions. France himself stated that he was a philosophic sceptic, but he added that such scepticism does not change the conditions of life. The charge of dilettantism was based first principally on a flagrant misinterpretation of the banquet scene in Tha~J, coupled with the artistically perverse identification of the author with the personage Nicias. The critics failed to see that it is Thais herself who represents the thought of the author, and not Nicias. In its turn the banquet scene was read as the brilliant performance of an intellectual juggler who made the fragile bubbles of philosophic theories collide and burst in mid-air, pricked mysteriously and with infernal cleverness by the performer, as an exhibition of virtuosity. Thus the scene was lifted quite out of the framework of the novel in which its real function is to show the discordant philosophies of Alexandria uniting in the praise of beauty and conferring on the intuitive movement of the common people a sort of intellectual validation by acclaiming ThaIs as the reincarnation of the eternal principle of beauty and its living symbol. A dilettante, Anatole France? He who erected his eternal llNay,j against contemporary Naturalism and pointed an accusing finger straight at the modern conceptions of law, justice, politics, money, society, the state, and individual living?
Is it the opiate of his incomparable style that keeps the readers \ of Anatole France from penetrating beyond the playfulness, the picturesqueness, the lucidity and the Circean music of his phrase, to the me~ning of this accumulated witchery? Or is it that, being rank realists and hollow men, we admire and enjoy only the realism of the hollow man, those features in art which resemble our own? On any other basis it is difficult to explain why Sylvestre Bonnard should be so commonly regarded as the high point of France's achievement, his ideal man, the man his creator wished to be.
FOT, certainly, Bonnard is one 0"£ the characters whose hollowness France has taken great pains to depict. Bonnard is unseeing, unimaginative and selfish. His egotism, his intolerance of the slightest discomfort, to say nothing of suffering, is the very spirit of his "crime," whereas, for his creator, suffering is lithe corner stone of life," '''without which no serious or profound beauty is . , possible, and on which all the virtues have been built." It is on the basis of this personage and, again, his imputed identity with' the author, that the latter is described as a "disillusioned idealist." Now, Bonnard is not an idealist, nor is Anatole France, either in ' the metaphysical or the vulgar sense of the word, and while Bonnard is certainly disil1usioned Anatole France is not. The framework of the universe on whlch Le Crime de Sylvestre Bannard was built is the framework of France's earliest work as it was that of his latest.
Bannard was of portentous simplicity. He resembles the scholar who makes hooks out of , the opinions of other men. He was incapable of translating either his scientific knowledge or his sentiment into terms of living, and this alone "can furnish a safe basis for the elevation of the indi vidual to an aesthetic apprehension of the world." Just as the fair picture of man is defaced in Dechartre _ (Le Lys rouge) and in Felicie Nanteuil (Histoire comique), or that of national life (lIe des Pingouins) by the unrestrained turbulenceof passion, or in Gamelin (Les Dieux ont soij) by the devastating aberrations of abstract reasoning, or in Paphnuce (Tha~s) by pride of intellect, so in the paleographer Bonnard the scientific method has failed to produce a full man, for Bonnardts love of nature is as insufficient to perfect him as the love of art in Dechartre, and he loses himself in fantasies, in subjective caprice and in puerility.
To embellish life, and to depict or suggest (negatively, if need be, as in Le Lys rouge and LtIle des Pingouins) the fulness of life, is the business of art according to the theory and practice of Anatole France, and it is clear that these two are inseparable in his thinking. Fulness of life is the beauty (and goodness) of life and the beauty (and goodness) of life is its fulness. Absence of beauty is positive evil. To be whole, man must have laid hold on the infinite mystery, ' on -"that something which, having no body, has no name, and without which no spiritual enterprIse could ever be undertaken." This mystery, towards which we strain in our emotions and our wills, which is revealed to us by a love which triumphs over the flesh, defined by a knowledge which is refined by criticism into understanding and purified by a suffering which leads to detachment from the vulgar idea of happiness hut creates joy and peace, this is the quality of life, the permanent good, the ineffable vision, what Anatole France calls Beauty, divinity made visible, God Whom he may hardly name. The final reference for France was never to system or to dogma, which is the work of abstractio-n, but to the individual in whom the sense of beauty is innate. The responsibili~y rests with the individual to choose the means of his perfection. "I have inquired concerning the way of all those who, whether priests, savants, magicians or philosophers, claim to know the geography of the Unknown. Not one was able to point out to me the right road .... The feeling for the beautiful is my guide. Who is sure of having found a better?" In this faith Anatole France lived and died. His faith may be open to criticism. In any case he had reached it before he wrote his first novel. He retained j t and practised it to the end. By the end he had lived long enough to survey the life of man in four great cycles, the individual in relation to Beauty, the nation in relation to Beauty, civilizations in relation to Beauty, and Beauty in the cosmos. The judgment oflife by the standard of beauty is not an unusual nor an empty pastime for a poet.' It was France~s way of revealing the eternal values available to every well-born human being who has the grace to nurture the light that was born with him, turning his back on rationalisms and romanticisms. These are the human grounds of his work and are our warrant for calling him a radical humanist in opposition to pseudo-humanisms such as "scientific" and "sociological" and what ' not. In metaphysical terms perhaps the category of critical realism is hospitable enough to include him.
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